Figure 1: The ResourceSync template
(Larger View)
The following terms are introduced:
• Source -A server that hosts resources to be synchronized.
• Destination -A system that retrieves those resources to synchronize itself with the Source.
The resources to be synchronized require the possibility of associating both metadata and further resources with them. These requirements include:
• URI -Each resource must have a URI at which it is available.
• Resource Type -Expressing the media type of a resource is useful to support an understanding of the nature of resource representations.
• Change Type -Expressing the type of change a resource underwent (create, update, delete) is important to allow a Destination to understand the kind of action it needs to undertake to remain synchronized with the Source.
• Modification Timestamp -Recording the timestamp of a change to a resource is essential in order to allow a Destination to process changes in the appropriate temporal order.
• Fixity Information -This includes several possible pieces of information, including the size of the bitstream or a digest or hash such as an MD5 sum.
• Links -Links to mirror copies, alternative serializations, related services and canonical reference versions are all desirable functionality.
The core capabilities introduced by ResourceSync are:
• Resource List -A Source can recurrently publish an up-to-date Resource List in order to enumerate and describe its resources. Per resource, a Resource List contains its URI and optional metadata and links. A Destination uses a Resource List for synchronization by dereferencing the listed URIs.
• Resource Dump -In order to make its data available for bulk download, a Source can publish a Resource Dump. A Resource Dump is a document that points at packaged bitstreams associated with the resources hosted by the Source along with their metadata. A Resource Dump provides Destinations with an efficient method to obtain the Source's data with a limited amount of requests, sometimes only one, other times just a few. • Change List -A Source can publish a Change List, which provides information about changes to the Source's resources, in order to decrease synchronization latency and reduce communication overhead. It is up to the Source to determine the temporal interval that is covered by a Change List. For example, a Change List could describe all changes of one day, one hour, or simply a fixed number of changes. A Change List conveys at least the URI of the changed resource, its last modification time, and the type of change (create, update, delete). A Change List can be made available under a pull paradigm, but can also be pushed to Destinations, for example, using a publish/subscribe approach. The latter allows Destinations to remain informed about a Source's changing data in near real-time.
• Change Dump -In order to make content changes available for download, a Source can publish a Change Dump. A Change Dump is a document that points at packaged bitstreams, whereby each bitstream is associated with a change that occurred to a Source's resource. The package also contains metadata about each change. In essence, a Change Dump is a Change List in which the content is provided by value instead of by reference.
The framework also includes capabilities that address memory requirements: Change List Archives, Resource Dump Archives, and Change Dump Archives support Destinations to access the state of resources as they were further back in time, for example, to allow Destinations to catch up with changes after having been offline or to gather all, not only the current, version of resources.
Further, if a Source publishes fixity information about its resources, it provides the opportunity for a Destination to check the completeness and accuracy of its copies of the Source's resources. In the ResourceSync framework this operation is referred to as Audit.
Temporal View and Discovery of Capabilities
Figure 2 below provides a temporal perspective on how a Source would implement the capabilities described above. The left half of the figure displays a time line and events at times t1 through t6. A Resource List is published three times, at t2, t4, and t6. Change List: A Resource List is a snapshot of the state of a Source's data taken at a discrete moment in time, whereas a Change List conveys the evolving state of the data over a given period of time. The Source can provide access to both the current and previous Change Lists by implementing a Change List Archive. This provides Destinations with the opportunity to process changes that they may have missed while being offline, for example.
The right part of Figure 2 also shows Change Dump1 referring to a ZIP file containing bitstreams associated with resource changes that occurred between t2 and t4, along with three other Change Dumps that cover changes that occurred in different temporal intervals. As can be seen, Change Dumps cover a period of time that can be disjoint from the time periods covered by Change Lists. For a Source to provide access to more than one Change Dump, it needs to implement a Change Dump Archive.
Figure 3: Discovery of and relations between ResourceSync capabilities
Figure 3 provides yet another perspective on ResourceSync capabilities, this time focused on conveying which of the modular capabilities a Source supports. To that end, the Capability List is introduced as a document that links (shown as arrows in Figure  3 ) to a Source's implementations of ResourceSync capabilities. The Capability List itself can be made discoverable in various ways, including a ResourceSync-specific well-known URI pattern [8] , HTTP link headers [7] , and (X)HTML links.
Resource Synchronization Use Cases
A general overview of the types of use cases that are considered in scope of the ResourceSync effort is provided in [4] . Here, in order to illustrate the framework and to emphasize its modular nature, a brief analysis of two typical, yet very different, synchronization use cases is offered: the pre-print repository arXiv.org and the linked data project DBpedia Live. The two cases are distinct in terms of resource volume, resource change frequency, and synchronization latency requirements and hence are likely to implement different capabilities of the ResourceSync framework.
The arXiv repository of scholarly articles has mirrors around the world. At the time of writing, the arXiv repository comprises about 2.4 million resources (articles with multiple versions and separate metadata records) and each year about 75,000 new articles and revisions to existing articles are added. Its current synchronization mechanism is based on a homegrown notification and audit system that replicates content to other trusted repositories. With the implementation of the ResourceSync framework, arXiv would not only be able to stay more closely synchronized with such trusted repositories but would also enable nonassociated third parties to mirror its content.
The arXiv repository has manageable scale and fewer than 2,000 resource changes per day, which occur all at one time. Publishing a daily Resource List and periodic Resource Dump would be a reasonable base level of adoption of the ResourceSync framework. Destinations could use the Resource List for baseline synchronization by dereferencing all URIs it contains. By publishing a Resource Dump, arXiv could make the baseline synchronization process more efficient. To improve the efficiency of repeated synchronization, arXiv might publish a Change List or Change Dump shortly after the daily updates.
The DBpedia Live knowledge base is a repository of a different scale. It results from extracting information from Wikipedia and making it accessible to semantic web applications. Its English version alone contains descriptions of 3.77 million "things" (version 3.8) and, on average, undergoes two changes per second. Like arXiv, DBpedia Live offers homegrown synchronization functionality. It consists of publishing a monthly dump of the entire DBpedia Live database, and, at high but unpredictable frequency, publishing files that list changed and deleted RDF triples, respectively. Using the ResourceSync framework, the dump capability could be maintained, yet be provided by means of a Resource Dump that is implemented and discoverable uniformly across information systems. A Resource List may not be an attractive option, mainly because the dereferencing of such a vast number of URIs would be prohibitive for both Source and Destinations. Change Dumps are rather similar to DBpedia Live's files with changed and deleted triples as they are a "by value" way to provide bitstreams for resources that changed during a given time period. In ResourceSync, such a bitstream can be a representation of an entire changed resource or it can be the difference between its previous and new representation. The latter is achieved by using a media type for the bitstream that identifies an approach to patch the previous bitstream of the resource with the provided diff bitstream to arrive at the new bitstream. Examples of such medias types are application/json-patch for patching JSON files [1] and application/patch-ops-error+xml for patching XML files [16] . DBpedia Live could actually use the former when representing RDF triples as JSON-LD [15] . This approach still adheres to a pull paradigm, yielding uncertainty as to when Destinations need to check for changes. In order to reduce latency, DBpedia Live could adopt Change Lists, provided under a publish/subscribe paradigm such as XMPP PubSub [5] , allowing changes to be communicated as they occur.
Serialization Alternatives for Capabilities
All capabilities require documents to convey information pertaining to resources, and the choice of an appropriate document format that can be used throughout the framework has been the subject of explorations ever since the ResourceSync effort started. Three avenues were pursued:
1. Motivated by the similarity between the functionality intended by Resource Lists and Sitemaps, adopt and extend the Sitemap document formats (Sitemap and SitemapIndex) [11] .
2. Motivated by the notion of continuous updating shared by Change Lists and feed technology, adopt and extend the Atom Syndication Format [9] .
3. To avoid constraints anticipated by adopting and tailoring existing formats, introduce a ResourceSync-specific document format.
Sitemap-based approach
Sitemaps are widely used to advertise a server's resources to search engines and hence provide a functionality similar to the one intended by Resource Lists. Adoption of the Sitemap document formats would make many thousands of servers instantly compliant with one of the ResourceSync capabilities. Sitemaps are extensible by allowing child elements from foreign namespaces for the <url> element, which could be used by ResourceSync to, for example, convey the nature of a resource change, fixity information, links to related resources, etc. These features make a Sitemap-based approach appealing.
However, a number of issues caused concern. It needs to be recognized that the primary intent of a Sitemap is to advertise resources to search engines to support their discovery. The set of resources advertised to this end might be disjoint from the set a Source wishes to make available for synchronization. Also, technically, there are limits to the extensibility of Sitemaps; the Sitemap and SitemapIndex XML Schema ( [12, 13] ) do not allow foreign child elements of the root elements nor attributes on any of the elements used in Sitemaps and SitemapIndex. More importantly, experiments conducted with Google's webmaster tools, aimed at understanding how Google would consume Sitemaps with ResourceSync extensions revealed further problems:
• <link> and <meta> elements are expected to be in the XHTML namespace.
• <meta> elements have to have a "content" and a "name" attribute.
• Non HTTP URIs such as URNs are not accepted in <loc> elements.
• Google is very aggressive in detecting, following and indexing links in the Sitemap that are not provided by <loc> elements but by <link> elements.
The last point might be a major issue if a Source provides references whose targets (e.g. mirror copies) are not supposed to be indexed by search engines.
Examples for the Sitemap-based serialization can be seen in the following Section.
Atom-based approach
Motivated by the observation that the Atom Syndication Format [9] seems to be a good fit for the ongoing communication of resource changes as intended by Change Lists, an effort was made to explore the reuse of the format. Atom is widely used, and concepts introduced as Atom extensions [6] , such as archived feeds, complete feeds and feed pagination are appealing. However, the fact that Atom is, in effect, the combination of a feed technology and a metadata format geared towards news syndication results in a significant cost without obvious benefits for a ResourceSync deployment:
• While the mandatory <id> and <title> elements at the feed level might be defensible, having both mandatory at the entry level is a burden for the ResourceSync framework. Using meaningful values, such as tag URIs [2] or urn:uuids [3] for the entry <id> might bring some value for Change Lists as they could uniquely identify change events and help Destinations to distinguish more easily between processed and unprocessed changes. However, such identifiers compress poorly adding further to the payload of the already verbose Atom serialization. Also, these identifiers have no obvious value for other capabilities, e.g. Resource Lists. Given their questionable value, Sources may decide to populate <id> elements with meaningless values, thereby negatively impacting Destination processes that assume they are meaningful and hence rely on them.
• There are two options for how to use Atom's content model to convey the URI of resources. Either an empty <content> element with a "src" attribute is included in the <entry> element, or a <link> element is used to convey the desired information. The first case requires inclusion of a mandatory <summary> element and the second option requires the use of a mandatory <link> element with the relation type "alternate". In combination with other links to related resources as required by ResourceSync use cases, the latter would lead to significant confusion in the interpretation of the information conveyed.
• The <author> element is mandatory for <entry> elements, yet expressing resource-level authorship has no obvious benefits in terms of resource synchronization. The requirement can be met by using a single <author> element at the feed level in which case the authorship is inherited by all entries. This is problematic because the author expressed at the feed level is likely not the author of the content described by an entry.
The result of the Atom explorations led even members of the ResourceSync Technical Committee with longstanding experience in the use of Atom to conclude that the format was inappropriate for the effort.
Examples of the Atom serialization can be found in the Appendix. Figure 9 displays a link-based Atom serialization and Figure 10 shows an Atom serialization based on <content> elements.
ResourceSync-specific approach
Given the drawbacks of Sitemaps and Atom, an effort was launched to investigate a document format tailored to the specific needs of ResourceSync. To that end, the information elements required by the various use cases detailed in [4] were identified and an XML-based syntax to express them was devised.
While this approach resulted in a compact, tailor-made document format, the obvious drawback is the predictable barrier of adoption. The introduction of a new XML format would yield an uphill adoption battle when compared to the reuse of widely deployed formats such as Sitemaps or Atom for which a community of practice and a choice of off-the-shelf tools and libraries already exist.
An example of the ResourceSync specific format can be seen in Figure 11 of the Appendix.
Decision
Despite the concerns raised by the prospect of reusing the Sitemap document formats, their adoption is more appealing than adopting Atom or devising a ResourceSync-specific format. The Technical Committee therefore decided to move forward with a Sitemap-based serialization approach and to ameliorate the identified concerns by:
• Liaising with the maintainers of the Sitemap protocol to work towards increased extensibility of the Sitemap and SitemapIndex formats.
• Avoiding unintended behavior by crawlers that consume Sitemaps by introducing a discovery approach that clearly distinguishes between regular Sitemap use and use of Sitemaps for the purpose of ResourceSync.
Serialization for ResourceSync Capabilities
The serialization used for the four main capabilities of the framework is described in the following sections.
Resource List
A Source can enable baseline synchronization by providing a list of its resources. In a Resource List, the URI of the resource is mandatory and additional information can be provided. Figure 4 below shows a simple Resource List with the description of two resources. It has the Sitemap specific <urlset> root element and one encapsulating <url> element for each described resource. The URI of a resource is provided in the <loc> element and its (optional) last modification date in the <lastmod> element.
The ResourceSync framework adds metadata for the document, and the listed resources:
• The top level <rs:md> element describes the document, including which capability it enables and its last modification date. This element is mandatory in all ResourceSync documents.
• The <rs:md> child element for each <url> element contains additional information about the described resource. The semantics of most of its attributes are inherited from [14] and [9] .
The slightly cryptic element names <rs:md> and <rs:ln> have been chosen in preference to possibilities such as <rs:meta> and <rs:link> because our experiments showed that some services do namespace-blind parsing of Sitemap files and thus might mistake the elements for similarly named ones in other namespaces.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <urlset xmlns="http://www.sitemaps.org/schemas/sitemap/0.9" xmlns:rs="http://www.openarchives.org/rs/"> <rs:md capability="resourcelist" modified="2012-10-31T09:00:00Z"/> <url> <loc>http://example.com/res1</loc> <lastmod>2012-10-30T14:00:00Z</lastmod> <rs:md hash="md5:1584abdf8ebdc9802ac0c6a7402c03b6" length="8876" etag="114c12b-213f-4ccb066bfd140" type="text/html"/> </url> <url> <loc>http://example.com/res2</loc> <lastmod>2012-10-30T13:00:00Z</lastmod> <rs:md hash="md5:1e0d5cb8ef6ba40c99b14c0237be735e sha-256:854f61290e2e197a11bc91063afce22e43f8ccc655237050ace766adc68dc784" length="14599" etag="114c070-21b5-4ca7e085f5c80" type="application/pdf"/> </url> </urlset>
Figure 4: A Resource List
The Sitemap specification has a limit of 50,000 URLs per Sitemap, but this can be increased to 2.5 billion by nesting Sitemaps using a SitemapIndex. The ResourceSync framework adopts this approach directly.
Resource Dump
A Resource Dump description is implemented like a Sitemap with the <urlset> root element, and each child <url> element pointing to a ZIP file that packages bitstreams and a Resource Dump Manifest that describes them.
The Manifest is very similar to the Resource List, with the URIs of the resources being conveyed in the <loc> element along with additional metadata but must also include a "path" attribute for each resource that provides a pointer to the file path of the bitstream within the ZIP file. The manifest file must be named "manifest.xml" and be located in the root of the ZIP file's directory structure. By nesting Manifests, up to 2.5 billion bitstreams can be provided in a ZIP file.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <urlset xmlns="http://www.sitemaps.org/schemas/sitemap/0.9" xmlns:rs="http://www.openarchives.org/rs/"> <rs:md capability="resourcedump-manifest" modified="2012-10-31T19:00:00Z"/> <url> <loc>http://example.com/res1</loc> <lastmod>2012-10-30T14:00:00Z</lastmod> <rs:md hash="md5:1584abdf8ebdc9802ac0c6a7402c03b6" path="/resources/res1"/> </url> <url> <loc>http://example.com/res2</loc> <lastmod>2012-10-30T13:00:00Z</lastmod> <rs:md hash="md5:1e0d5cb8ef6ba40c99b14c0237be735e" path="/resources/res2"/> </url> </urlset>
Figure 5: A Resource Dump Manifest
The Source may also maintain a list of previous Resource Dumps as a Resource Dump Archive. This is implemented as a SitemapIndex, as shown previously in Figures 1, 2 , and 3.
Change List
A Change List enables a Source to communicate changes to individual resources (one communication per create, update, delete event) rather than providing a snapshot in time of all its resources. A Destination can obtain and process Change Lists from the Source in order to determine which resources it needs, if any, to update its own repository. A Source can push the Change List to Destinations via publish/subscribe technology, further reducing the latency before the Destination is synchronized. Figure 6: A Change List Figure 6 shows an example of a Change List, implemented with the <urlset> root element. Each changed resource is described within a <url> element, its URI is provided with the <loc> element and the timestamp for the change is conveyed by the <lastmod> element. Both values, as well as the change type, are mandatory in Change Lists. The type of change is indicated with the "change" attribute in the <rs:md> element. Further information about the changed resource can be provided, as in previous examples.
For cases where a Source wishes to convey additional information about a resource such as its preferred download location or an alternate representation, it can use the <rs:ln> element as a child of the <url> element. The provided references should have the appropriate relation type such as "duplicate" or "alternate", as seen in Figure 6 . This child element can also be used if a Source wishes to only convey information about the part of the resource that has actually changed.
For a Source to hold on to more than 50,000 URLs in its Change List, it needs to implement a Change List Archive in the form of a SitemapIndex. This Archive can then refer to up to 50,000 Change Lists. Using this technique, a Source that consistently encounters 14 resource changes per second and which completely fills each Change List, can provide descriptions for over 5 years before having to drop the first hour's worth of changes.
Change Dump
Similar to the Resource List/Resource Dump resemblance, a Source can provide the representations of the changed resources with a Change Dump. A Change Dump is implemented in the form of a Sitemap that points to one or more ZIP files that contain bitstreams associated with changed resources, and a Manifest included in the ZIP as per the Resource Dump capability, and displayed in Figure 7 . A Change Dump provides the Destination with an opportunity to obtain changed resources more efficiently than using Change Lists as it requires significantly fewer HTTP requests.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <urlset xmlns="http://www.sitemaps.org/schemas/sitemap/0.9" xmlns:rs="http://www.openarchives.org/rs/"> <rs:md capability="changedump-manifest" modified="2012-10-30T21:00:00Z"/> <url> <loc>http://example.com/res1.html</loc> <lastmod>2012-10-30T14:00:00Z</lastmod> <rs:md hash="md5:0988647082c8bc51778894a48ec3b576" length="5426" etag="80102-20b-4b4247135838c" type="text/html" change="updated" path="/changes/res1.html"/> </url> <url> <loc>http://example.com/res2.pdf</loc> <lastmod>2012-10-30T11:00:00Z</lastmod> <rs:md hash="md5:f906610c3d4aa745cb2b986f25b37c5a sha-256:f138185cddef488264a0323aee56e7647e89cd7a4d6e45ba28b3be26234a6d09" length="38297" etag="415706-1b2a-4be234cb66fc0" type="application/pdf" change="updated" path="/changes/res2.pdf"/> </url> <url> <loc>http://example.com/res3.tiff</loc> <lastmod>2012-10-30T09:00:00Z</lastmod> <rs:md change="deleted"/> </url> <url> <loc>http://example.com/res1.html</loc> <lastmod>2012-10-28T11:00:00Z</lastmod> <rs:md hash="md5:1c1b0e264fa9b7e1e9aa6f9db8d6362b" length="4339" etag="92304-29g-5y3329684638c"
type="text/html" change="created" path="/changes/res1.html"/> </url> </urlset> 
Capability List
In order to make use of these capabilities, a Destination needs to discover the URIs for the describing documents, which it does via a Capability List, as shown in Figure 3 above. The Capability List also follows the Sitemap syntax with the <urlset> root element and each capability having a <url> element. Figure 8 shows an example of a Capability List. It includes pointers to the Resource List, Resource Dump, Change List, and Change Dump documents.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <urlset xmlns="http://www.sitemaps.org/schemas/sitemap/0.9" xmlns:rs="http://www.openarchives.org/rs/"> <rs:md capability="capabilitylist" modified="2012-10-30T14:00:00Z"/> <url> <loc>http://example.com/dataset1/resourcelist.xml</loc> <rs:md capability="resourcelist"/> </url> <url> <loc>http://example.com/dataset1/resourcedump.xml</loc> <rs:md capability="resourcedump"/> </url> <url> <loc>http://example.com/dataset1/changelist.xml</loc> <rs:md capability="changelist"/> </url> <url> <loc>http://example.com/dataset1/changedump.xml</loc> <rs:md capability="changedump"/> </url> </urlset>
Figure 8: A Capability List document
Each Capability List describes the capabilities of a single collection of resources, however, a Source may have multiple collections. The grouping of collections is achieved by using a Capability List Index, again in form of a SitemapIndex. This way a Source can maintain up to 50,000 collections and refer to their corresponding Capability Lists.
Linking between capabilities
The Sitemap protocol does not provide the means for a Destination to navigate from a Sitemap-structured document with the <urlset> root element to its parent document with the <sitemapindex> root element. ResourceSync introduces this possibility by using a child element <rs:ln> of <urlset> that expresses an "up" relation, enabling clients to easily traverse the tree of documents. A second link, with the relation "top", is also included in each document to reference the Capability List, such that clients can discover the other supported capabilities.
Summary
This article has provided a technical overview of the emerging ResourceSync framework. It has introduced the synchronization capabilities of the framework by putting them in the perspective of a template that breaks the resource synchronization problem down into component problems. It also provided a temporal and a discovery perspective of the framework. The article further described the explorations that led to adopting and enhancing the Sitemap document formats as the basis of ResourceSync and it provided examples of documents used for four core capabilities.
The evolving ResourceSync specification is available at [10] . A beta version will be released in the course of January 2013. Broad public feedback to that version will be solicited and test implementations for it are planned. The insights gained from both will be rolled into a final version that should be available by Summer 2013.
